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English Maths Science 

Geography 

We are 
reading… 

As Geographers we are going to study: What are the key 
geographical features of the UK, and my region? 
 
 
As historians we will continue to study The Romans and 
their impact on Britain! 
Within this we will explore: 
-Who was Boudicca and why did she take revenge on the 
Romans? 
-How did the Romans protect their lands? 
-What happened in the final years of the Roman Empire? 
-What was life like in the North East during Roman times? 
 
 

We will be writing: 
-Our own version of a fantasy 
narrative.  
-A persuasive poster. 
-A funny, rhyming poem.  
-An information text. 
-A diary entry 
-An informal letter 
-Non-chronological report 
 
We will be focusing on: 
-Paragraphs 
-Descriptive writing 
-Present tense 
-Proper/Abstract nouns 
-Conjunctions 
-Multi-clause sentences 
-Adverbial phrases 
-Sentence types 
 
Our three writing text units will 
be: 
-Leon and the Place Between 
and Aladdin 
-The Boy Who Grew Dragons 
 
We will be reading: 
The Land of Roar as our Class 
Reader 
 
 

 
Our scientific enquiry question this 
half term is: 
How can we classify rocks? 

 

We will be working on mastering: 
- Addition and Subtraction 
- Multiplication and Division 

  
Maths homework will either be 
focusing on fluency of key facts or 
consolidating the week’s learning. 
 

Children will read 1:1, in small 
groups and in whole class 
reading sessions. We will be 
developing our fluency, pace 
and stamina.  
 
In guided and whole class 
reading we will be developing 
our VIPERS reading skills.  
 
Children should read at least 3x 
per week at home. Reading 
records will be checked daily.  

 

Key Notices: 
• PE Days- Monday (Swimming) & Tuesday (indoors). Children will get changed 

for PE at school.  
• Homework- issued on a Friday, due in the following Thursday. Spellings will be 

checked on a Friday. 
• Reading- Please read with your child as often as you can and write a short 

comment in their Reading Record- this makes the BIGGEST difference to 
academic success and overall confidence in class.  
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RE 
DT Music 

PSHE Computing PE 

We are Pavilion designers! 
 
Within our Structures unit we will: 
-Create a range of different shaped 
frame structures 
-Design a structure 
-Build a pavilion frame  
-Add cladding to a frame structure.  
 

Christmas Unit: 
 Why do Christians call Jesus the light of the world? 

As musicians this term we will be: 
-Learning to play the Ukulele with 
our Durham Music Service 
specialist teacher.   

We will be: 
-Developing our swimming techniques on a 
Monday  
- Mastering Gymnastics skills on a Tuesday with 
Mr Leinster.  
 
 

As part of our mission to become 
Global Citizens we will be: 
  
-Developing our skills using Microsoft 
Word in IT 
-Recognising acceptable/unacceptable 
behaviour as part of our Digital 
Literacy online safety work.  

We will consider and discuss: 
 
-Health and Wellbeing 
-Team Building  


